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Herschel heaters connected by LightwaveRF
LightwaveRF plc (“LightwaveRF” or the “Company”), the creator of the LightwaveRF Smart Home Platform
and products for the Internet of Things enabling households and businesses to remotely operate and control
household applications including lighting, power, heating and security using smartphones, tablets, PC and
MAC applications, today announces that Herschel now offers its Far infrared electric heaters connected by
LightwaveRF controls.
Herschel's range of Far Infrared heaters claim to be the most comprehensive in the world. They have high
quality heaters to suit almost any application and, combined with LightwaveRF control systems, are at the
forefront of the revolution in heating. Herschel have already trialed the LightwaveRF system at a specialist
private hospital and expect to roll out further in to the nationwide group.
Commenting Mike Lord Chairman and CEO said: "We are unique in offering smart wireless electric panel
heating controls which incorporate a built in thermostat. Herschel now offers further innovation by adopting
LightwaveRF technology as their standard controls".
Paul Morey CEO of Herschel Far Infrared added: "LightwaveRF provides an excellent strategic fit for the
intelligent control of our highly innovative Herschel far infrared heating systems. We anticipate many applications in both our domestic and commercial markets in the UK and overseas".
The LightwaveRF platform not only offers a range of domestic solutions but also has wide commercial application. The Commercial Web Manager implemented in the Warwick University Project is now attracting
growing attention. This allows building managers to monitor a whole site, a building , a room within a building or an individual device and provide realtime information on energy and building status. The LightwaveRF Cloud also captures data to create valuable insight in to user habits and energy management.
For further insight into Herschel's use of LightwaveRF's technology visit www.herschel-infrared.com/heaterfundamentals/zoning-control
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